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Abstract

We adopt a q�model of investment to give insights into the eco�

nomic conditions that allowed witch hunting to �ourish in early mod�

ern Europe� Using data from Bavaria� the southern English county

of Essex� and Scotland� econometric investigation reveals that hunt�

ing activity was highly responsive to income shocks with a grain price

elasticity of persecution of between ��� and ���� Cultural and social

considerations have hitherto often been regarded as explaining the

phenomenon of witch hunting� But the article shows that despite

these di�erences� the three regions displayed similar hunting propen�

sities� Furthermore� econometric allowance for non�income hunting

motivations strengthens the article�s argument for the importance of

economic factors in reaching a full understanding of discrimination

and persecution�
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� Introduction

Witch hunts or the social process leading to it is one of the unresolved puz�

zles of pre�industrial history� Why did people accuse their neighbours of a

crime potentially leading to execution� In fact� the belief in witchcraft and

witch hunting are not exclusively historical phenomena� Especially in the

poorest and most slowly developing region of the world� Sub Saharan Africa�

there are still outbreaks of violent witch hunts�� A common observation of

reporters is that the number of witch accusations increases with economic

problems and the prevalence of AIDS� For example� in Zimbabwe the number

of accusation became particularly dramatic during the last years of economic

decline� The regions facing the most serious deterioration of economic and

health conditions are the ones with the highest persecution rates� Can this

link between economic pressure and persecution activity help to explain the

witch hunts in ��th Century Europe�

An obvious di�erence to the European Witch Hunt is that in general�

the modern cases are unorganized� illegal persecutions� The institutionalized

witch hunt in early modern Europe occured during a relatively short period�

and was regionally concentrated� It has been estimated that about ��	

of the total persecutions occured in an area covered by Germany� France�

Switzerland and the Low Countries� with Germany as the centre at the end

of the ��th Century�� Common to both the European hunt and the modern

cases in Africa is the belief in the existence of harmful magic
� �Sorcery� by

�See the web sites of the United Nations http���www�un�org�� and Amnesty Interna�
tional http���www�amnesty�org�� for examples�

�Estimates of the number of victims vary considerably� Levack ����� p�	��	�� estimates
a total of about ��
�


 trials and �
�


 executions for the early modern period in Europe�

�Modern belief in witchcraft is by no means restricted to developing countries� To give
some examples� for the United States� Newport and Strausberg 	

�� report an increase
of the percentage of people believing in witches from �� per cent in ���
 to 	� per cent in

�



general agreement� can cause illness in man or beast� even death in extreme

cases� it can cause bad weather� destroy fertility in plants or in humans

�Monter� ����� p�viii�� This is an important precondition
 without this belief�

neighbours would be reluctant to participate in a hunt� to accuse a witch or

to testify �see e�g� Levack� ����� p������

Besides the existence of harmful magic� there is a second element in the

witchcraft concept developed in early modern Europe
 �A witch was a per�

son of either sex �but more often female� who could mysteriously injure other

people� ����� It was only in the late Middle Ages that a new element was

added to the European concept of witchcraft ������ This was the notion that

the witch owed her powers to having made a deliberate pact with the Devil

�Thomas� ����� p� ���� ����� This second element� the pact with the devil�

which became the central aspect of witchcraft as a crime during the ��th

Century� triggered the persecution propensity of the authorities�� In fact�

Levack ������ p���� points out that without the persons in control of the

legal machinery being convinced of the existence of an �organized� conspira�

tional sect of Devil�worshippers as an explanation for the increasing political�

economic� and social tensions in Europe at that time�� the witch�hunt would

	

�� For Germany� the Allensbach Institute for Demography reports a similar increase
from � per cent in ���� to �� per cent in ���� Allensbacher Berichte� �����No�	
� Table
��� See also Bl�ecourt ����� for an overview on 	
th Century witch beliefs in Europe� and
Muchembled ����� p� 	���	��� for an example of the development of the witch concept
from the early modern period to 	
th Century in rural France�

��Neighbours of witches were generally much more concerned about the misfortunes that
they thought they had su�ered as a result of a witch�s magical power that they were about
the witch�s alleged dealings with the devil� Levack� ����� p��
�� See also Muchembled
����� p�����	�
� Absence du Diable� Presence du Malheur��

�Maxwell�Stuart 	

�� p� �
���� lists the following factors explaining this phenomenon�
�Climate change starting in the ����s� economic di�culties brought about by crop failures
and the e�ects of war� religious divagation leading to increased and rigourous disciplining
of people by both ecclesiastical and secular authorities to enforce acceptance and strict
observation of reformed religion� whether Catholic or Protestant	 widespread belief that
the world was entering its 
nal phase and that the last battle with Satan was joined or
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not have taken place�

Given the two components of the European witchcraft concept� there are

two interesting �stylized facts to be found in the literature
 ��� the fre�

quency of witch trials does not follow a smooth time path but �uctuates� ���

the number of executions is about half the size of the number of accusations��

We propose an economic explanation of the �rst fact� using a model building

on the second observation� Why was the execution rate not higher� Although

in most cases� persecution pressure came from individuals� the magistrates

decided whether to actually persecute or not �Levack� ����� p� ��������� a

decision in which cost considerations must have played an important role�

First of all� there were considerable direct costs of persecution�� Secondly�

the magistrates faced indirect costs � the danger to their families or them�

selves being persecuted� psychological costs� like doubts about the guilt of

the accused� and the concern about the implications of the hunt for social

and political stability �Levack� ����� p� ����� This cost�bene�t analysis is

the main building block of the model in Section �� The role of the local

magistrate in the model is also motivated by the changes in the legal system

in Europe after ����
 almost everywhere� secular courts became in charge of

the jurisdiction over witchcraft� and the local and regional courts enjoyed a

high degree of independence from central authorities �Levack� ����� p� ����

In this framework� we demonstrate how income shocks create persecution cy�

cles� Section � contains a test of the empirical implications using a count data

about to be joined � all these produced a general climate of anxiety in which persecution of
anyone deemed to be a cause or a possible cause of increasing that anxiety was likely to be
triggered��

�The execution rates varied from a very low number in Finland �� per cent� to a very
high one in Pays de Vaud �
 per cent�� concentrating around �
 to �
 per cent Levack�
����� Table �� p� 	���

�Larner 	


� p� ���� states that in Scotland��D�isposing of a witch was nearly always
an expense to the local authority rather than a source of revenue��
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model with time series from three European regions
 Bavaria� the southern

English county of Essex� and Scotland� To measure economic pressure� we

use grain price data for the observation period and region under analysis��

Section � contains a discussion of the results� and Section � concludes�

� Model

The choice of persecution activity is modelled based on a q�model of invest�

ment�� Consider a magistrate with in�nite lifespan �e�g� a dynasty�� who

maximizes the present value of his pro�ts

max
H	t


Z �

�

e�rt �R �P �t�� Y ��H�t�� C �H�t��� dt�

s�t�

�P �t� � H�t�� �P �t�� P ��� � � given�

���

where r denotes the rate of time preference� re�ecting for example the prob�

ability of losing o�ce� The magistrate cannot in�uence aggregate income Y �

which is given and e�g� subject to climatic shocks� The revenue function

is given by R �P �t�� Y �� where P �t� is the number of people investigated� or

people whose character is publicly known��� One could think of this number

as representing the public good �security
 the more people know about their

neighbours� the safer they feel� In case it turns out that the neighbour is a

�See Section � and the Data Appendix for details�
�See e�g� Romer ����� p���������� Barro and Sala�i�Martin ����� p������	���

�	
 � P t� � POP � where POP is the total �relevant� population� characterizeed by
the following facts� for most European countries� the proportion of accused female witches
was higher than �� per cent Table �� p���� Levack� ������ The percentage of accused
witches signi�cantly older than �
 varied between �
 and �
 per cent Levack� ����� Table
�� p���	�� There is also some evidence that marital status mattered� i�e� unmarried women
were more likely to be accused� In addition� it seems to be the case that most of the accused
witches came from the lower levels of society Levack� ����� p� ������	��
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witch� appropriate steps can be taken� In the case the neighbour is found

not guilty� a source of uncertainty is removed��� This security generates a

more friendly climate towards the magistrate� and his revenue increases� On

the other hand� it could also re�ect the disciplinary function of witch hunts�

which would have a positive e�ect on the magistrate�s revenue��� These mech�

anisms work under the condition that the people in the community believe

that there are witches who cause economic damage�

If an improvement of economic conditions is interpreted as the conse�

quence of a decrease in witchcraft activity� the policy instrument �hunting

loses its power if income increases� Therefore� the revenue function satis�es

RP � ��RY � ��RP�P � ��RY�Y � ��RP�Y � ��

The number of people investigated changes over time
 it increases with per�

secution activity H�t� �H�t� � ��� and decreases at the rate � �� � � � ���

which can be seen as the rate at which people forget about the characteristics

of their neighbours� or� in other words� the persistence of witch beliefs���

Witch hunting causes direct cost� which is modelled by the term H�t� in

the pro�t function �after normalising the price of witch hunting activity to

one�� Besides the direct cost� there is also an adjustment cost component

��This is the reason why in the empirical part� we analyze the number of accusations
and not the executions�

��A good illustration for the importance of the interaction between public pressure
and the authorities� willingness to persecute is the example of the period ���� to ����
in Scotland� With the arrival of the English judges during the English occupation� the
number of cases was dramatically reduced� �English good sense prevailed over Scottish
superstition� Larner� 	


� p����� But after ����� the number of cases increased again�
Larner 	


� p������� speculates whether the judges had �gone native�� or whether it was
more likely that the public pressure was so strong that they had to react�

���While the initial outbreak may have been caused by other factors� this outbreak ed�
ucated both rulers and populace in the likelihood of witch conspiracies� and tainted the
friends and relatives of those who were accused with a reputation which was readily revived
when required� Larner� 	


� p� �����

�



C�H�t�� to be taken into account� with

C��� � ��CH�H� � ��CH��� � ��CH�H � �� ���

The adjustment cost component re�ects the reluctance of the magistrate

to start a persecution� which could get out of control� and the di�culty of

stopping it� Setting up the current�value Hamiltonian for the magistrate�s

problem� one obtains

H �P �t��H�t�� � �R �P �t�� Y � �H�t�� C �H�t��� �

� q�t�
�
H�t�� �P �t�� �P �t�

�
�

���

where q is the shadow price of P � Applying the maximum principle leads to

the following set of �rst�order conditions

q�t� � � � CH�H�t��� ���

�q�t� � �r � ��q�t��RP �P �t�� Y � � ���

�P �t� � H�t�� �P �t�� ���

and

lim
t� �

e�rtq�t�P �t� � �� ���

The interpretation of q in equation ��� is straightforward
 marginal cost of

witch hunting equals marginal bene�ts� which� in turn� equal the shadow

price of people investigated� Equations ��� and ��� are the equations of

movement for the number of people investigated and q� and equation ��� is

the transversality condition� Because of the assumptions in equation ���� it
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is possible to write hunting activity as a function of q� From equation ��� we

obtain

H�t� � g�q�t��� ����

with gq � � and g��� � �� In the stationary state� we have

�P � � 
 g�q�� � H� � �P ��

�q � � 
 �r � ��q� � RP �P �� Y � �
���

In steady state� hunting activity H must be exactly high enough to compen�

sate for the decrease in the number of people for whom the characteristics are

known ��P �� In addition� the present value of the marginal revenue must be

equal to the shadow price of people investigated� Linearising the system of

di�erential equations in q and P around the steady state and calculating the

determinant of the Jacobian matrix J� it turns out that the system produces

a stable saddle path


jJj �

������
�PP

�Pq

�qP �qq

������ �

������
�� gq

�RP�P �P �� Y � r � �

������ � �� ���

As illustrated in Figure �� the �P � � curve is upwards sloping in P with slope

�
gq
� �� As it can be seen from equation ���� P increases above the curve�

while it decreases below� Above the �q � � curve� which has a negative slope

RP�P

r�� � �� q is increasing� while it decreases from points below the curve�
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Figure �
 Phase Diagram
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Consider now the climatic deterioration during the Little Ice Age� leading

to a series of harvest failures� which would decrease income over a very long

period� In Figure �� this is re�ected by an upwards shift of the �q � � curve�

The sudden increase in the value of people investigated will lead to an increase

in hunting activity� The system will then evolve along the new stable path

towards the new equilibrium E�� which is characterised by a higher level of

P and q� which implies a higher hunting activity �equation ���� Permanent

economic recovery� on the other hand� will lead to lower levels of P � q� and

H�

�



Figure �
 Permanent and Temporary Income Shocks
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A temporary decrease in income will lead to a jump of q on the new stable

path� Once the shock dies out� the old stable path leading to E� is again

the relevant one� Another interesting implication of the model is the impact

of a change in either the time preference of the magistrate �or a change in

political stability�
 if r increases� there will be both a downwards shift and

a decrease in the slope of the �q � � curve� Hence� we would expect that

during periods when political instability is high �e�g� a war�� or when there

is a reason for an increase in time perference �e�g� a plague�� witch hunting

activity to be low� These implications are in line with the literature
 Thomas

������ and Macfarlane ������ point out that plagues did not lead to an

increase in persecution intensity� This fact is generally true for Europe� and

Levack ������ explains it by the well known epidemic spread of the desease�

which could not be attributed to local witches� Another explanation is the
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low social class of the victims of a witch hunt� which makes it di�cult to

connect them to a large scale disaster �Klaits� ����� p������� For Germany� it

has been argued that the Swedish occupying forces during the Thirty Years

War prevented further accusations� and that the war itself kept the people

from accusing so that �peace�time pursuits like witch�hunting simply stopped

�Monter� ������

� Data and Econometric Method

To test the empirical implications of the model� we compare three Euro�

pean regions with di�erent characteristics and di�erent persecution levels�

from the geographic center �Bavaria� and the periphery �Essex� Scotland� of

Europe� Bavaria is an example of a catholic region with high persecution

intensity� For the period ���� to ����� Behringer ������ p������� estimates

���� cases� with ��������� victims� Essex is a protestant region with a rela�

tively low hunting intensity ���� people persecuted at the Essex Assize and

Quarter Session courts between ���� and ����� Macfarlane� ����� p� ����

The persecution intensity in Scotland was comparably high� with about ����

accusations� and over ���� executions in the period ���� to ���� �Larner�

����� p� ������� The literature explains regional di�erences in persecution

intensity mainly with social and cultural factors� and with di�erences in the

legal system� especially the importance of the pact with the devil in the legal

de�nition of witchcraft and the use of torture in the criminal law procedure

�Levack ����� Chapter �� Klaits ����� Chapter ����� In addition� the inde�

���There were orthodox views about what caused the spread of plague and smallpox�
witchcraft tended to be used as an explanation for individual misfortunes and illnesses for
which no standard explanation was at that time available� Larner� 	


� p��	��

��To explain the di�erence in the level of witch�hunting between Essex and Scotland�
Levack ����� p�	

�	
	� lists among other causes� the almost complete absence of the
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pendece of local courts was crucial� Another important factor was the degree

of religious zeal� the active participation in either Reformation or Counter�

Reformation��� We demonstrate that although these factors are central when

explaining the intensity of persecutions� they do not lead to di�erences in the

importance of economic determinants of �uctuations in persecution intensity�

We assess the in�uence of grain prices pt as a measure of economic pres�

sure on �uctuations in the number of accusations per year at��� Since we

analyze time series of count data� we use a Poisson regression model as a

starting point� allowing for autoregressive feedback��� The conditional den�

sity is speci�ed as Poisson�

Prob�At � atjpt� at��� �
e��tjt���at

tjt��

at 
� ����

i�e� the probability that the number of accusations is equal to at is conditional

on the grain price in log levels and the number of accusations in the previous

pact with the devil in the accusations and the absence of torture in Essex�
��Witch hunting in Germany has been put in context with the confessional bifurcation

that took place in the ��th Century� especially with the Catholic reaction to the spread of
Protestantism Trevor�Roper� ���
�� For example� Midelfort ���	� shows that catholic
areas in Germany displayed a higher probability of accusations than protestant territories�
However� a direct link of persecuting Protestants in Catholic areas has been rejected or
constrained to a few exceptional cases Volk� ���	� Renczes� ���
�� For Scotland� it has
been argued that the active role of the clergy in the legal procedure is seen as an important
cause of the relative high number of trials Larner� 	


��

��For Bavaria� we use grain prices from Ausgburg and Munich Elsas� ����� ���
� ������
In Scotland� intensive hunts took place in the eastern part Fife� Lothians and Borders�
Larner 	


� p� ���� Therefore we use grain price series from Edinburgh and Fife as
economic indicators Gibson and Smout� ������ The data situation for Essex allows us
to use the grain price index in Bowden ����� ����� and a real wage index provided by
Wrigley and Scho�eld ������ A detailed description of the price data and the data on
hunting activity can be found in the Data Appendix�

��For the following� see King ����� ������ Cameron and Trivedi ������
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period� The conditional mean �tjt�� follows

�tjt�� �E �atjpt� at��� � exp �� ln pt � � ln at��� �

� p�t �at���
�
�

����

Hence� both � and � can be interpreted as elasticities of the conditional mean

with respect to price changes and changes in the number of accusations in

the previous year� If we want to use the conditional mean de�ned in equation

����� we have to rescale the number of accusations so that the lowest count

is greater than zero� The following transformation is a possibility


a�t�� � max �c� at���� � � c � �� acct � �� �� �� � � � ����

To estimate the parameter c� we rewrite the conditional mean as

�tjt�� � exp
�
� ln pt � � ln a��t�� � � �ln c� dt

�
�

a��t�� �

���
��
at�� and dt � � if at�� � ��

� and dt � � if at�� � ��

c � e
��ln c�

� �

����

To address the issue of overdispersion� we also present the results for a Neg�

ative Binomial Regression Model �Negbin��

� Results

Figure � summarizes the main empirical results from Tables ��� in the Ap�

pendix� The basic model is the same for all three regions� i�e� changes in

the expected value of the number of accusations are explained by changes in

��



the grain price level� Dummy variables take into account variation in witch

hunting due to war� plague� or panics discussed in Section ����

We �nd a signi�cant impact of price changes on the number of accusations

in all three regions
 the grain price elasticity of accusations ranges from ����

in Bavaria to ���� in Essex� the Scottish result lies in between this range

��������� The �� per cent con�dence intervals of the grain price elasticities

in the right graph of Figure � overlap� This shows that although the regions

under analysis have very di�erent characteristics� the regional spread of this

parameter which is central to our model is remarkably small�

The graphs on the left of Figure � provide a visual impression on the

impact of war� plague� and panics on the accusation probabilities in the

Negbin models��� The model predicts that a magistrate with an increasing

rate of time preference reduces hunting activity� To illustrate this point� we

plot the probability density functions for the model conditional on a �normal

period �solid curves�� and on periods where we would expect the rate of time

preference to be higher �short dashes�� In the Bavarian case� such a period is

��The parameters of the dummy variables cannot be interpreted as elasticities� but�
using the transformation e� � �� where � is the respective parameter� allows to interpret
them as rates of change� comparing the situation where the dummy variable is active with
the situation where it is inactive Halvorsen and Palmquist� ���
��
Note that in the case of Bavaria and Essex� we introduced additional dummy variables

accounting for region speci�c characteristics� To control for price changes which contempo�
raries saw as clearly not attributable to the in�uence of witches� we added dummy variable
to the Bavarian model to account for the Kipper und Wipper in�ations in �������	�� �����
����� and ������
� For Essex� the dummy variable qual allows to correct for �uctuations
due to extensive loss of records in �������

� ��
��
�� and ��	
��
 Macfarlane� �����
p�	���

�	The result for Bavaria is based on Munich prices� For Augsburg prices� we get 
��

Table ��� The elasticities for Munich prices are higher� probably because the price is more
representative for the situation in the region due to the size of the market� Note that the
price elasticity for Essex is imprecisely estimated relative to the other regions�

��The mean is conditional on the average log price level Bavaria� Munich rye prices�
Essex� grain price index� Scotland� Edinburgh wheat prices�� we assume that the number
of accusations in the previous year is zero acct�� � 
� dt � ���

��



characterized by the Thirty Years War��� For Essex� we plot the probability

density function for the plague period��� and in Scotland it is the period of

the English occupation ������� and after the Act of Union ������� The data

support the implications of the model
 the probability density functions shift

to the left� To illustrate the impact of a panic� we also plot the probability

densities conditional on periods with panic trials �long dashes�� In each of

the regions� there is a remarkable shift of the distribution to the right���

��We take into account the in�uence of the main military events during the Thirty Years
War by introducing a dummy variable for the periods ��	��	� and ���	���� During this
time predicted accusations decrease by �
��
 per cent Table ���

��The Civil War ���������� had no signi�cant impact on persecution intensity� but
the plague ��������� did� the expected value of accusations predicted by the model is
reduced by �
 per cent Table 	�� An explanation for the insigni�cant impact of the Civil
War is the timing� it takes place almost at the end of the witch�hunting period� when the
level of accusations was already low� In Bavaria� the war period�Swedish occupation is
characterized by an overall upward trend in the number of accusations�

��During this period� the number of cases is reduced by about �� per cent Tables � and
��� As in the case of Essex� war ������
� ����� ���������� and the Jacobite rebellions
����� ����� and �������� does not have a signi�cant impact on persecution intensity� One
might speculate that since war is more frequent in Scotland than in the other two regions�
the in�uence is neglegible� In addition� the the period of the bubonic plague ���������
Flinn� ����� Part �� ch� �� does not have a signi�cant impact on the number of accusations
Tables ����� This is also true for the plague in Bavaria ��
	� ��	����� �������� and �����
Kisskalt ������

��Panics are exceptional outbreaks of hunting activity� and often attributable more to
the prosecutors involved� and not to other causes� During the ���
 panic in Bavaria� the
models predict an increase in the number of accusations of �

��

 per cent� compared to
a �normal year� i�e� no war� no plague� Table ��� In the case of Essex we correct for the
impact of two unusual outbreaks in ���	 and ����� These exceptional years increased the
expected value of accusations by about �

 per cent Table 	�� For Scotland� we introduce
a dummy variable for the �ve national panics ���
���� ����� ��	���
� ����� and ������	
Larner� 	


� Appendix I� p� 	
��	
��� During the panics� the model predicts an increase
in the number of cases of about �

 per cent Tables �� ���

��



Figure �
 Summary of Results

Notes�
Scotland� Edinburgh wheat prices ���
����� and ��	�����
� Negbin�� Essex� grain price
index ���
������ Negbin�� Bavaria� Munich rye prices ���
���

� Negbin��
In the left column� accusation probabilities are displayed for the three regions� The solid
curves indicate the densities for normal periods no war�plague�occupation�� short dashes
represent occupation�war Scotland� Bavaria� and plague Essex� periods� and long dashes
the panic periods�
The graphs in the right column contain the estimates for the price elasticities of persecu�
tion� together with �� per cent con�dence intervals�

��



The next interesting result is the feedback parameter � �Tables ����� It

measures the elasticity of accusations with respect to changes in the number

of cases in the previous year� For Bavaria and Scotland� this parameter is

signi�cantly positive and less than one per cent� This outcome points towards

contagion e�ects and the persistence of witch beliefs� though the impact

dies out over time� The lagged number of accusations has no in�uence on

the conditional mean of the Essex hunts� This is in line with Macfarlane�s

observation that for this region� persecutions were not directly interconnected

�Macfarlane� ����� p�����

In the case of Essex� we also analyzed the impact of changes in the real

wage provided by Wrigley and Scho�eld ������� Since food accounted for ��

per cent of the basket of consumables �Wrigley and Scho�eld� ����� p� �����

the real wage elasticity in Table � has the expected negative sign� However�

the impact is stronger than for the grain price
 an increase in the real wage

by one per cent leads to a decrease in the number of accusations by almost

two per cent� Although �uctuations in food prices dominate the real wage�

taking into account the other components of the basket of consumables gives

a broader picture of changes in economic conditions�

In addition� the data situation for Essex allows to test another interesting

hypothesis� For post�Reformation England� Thomas ������ and Macfarlane

������ have argued that the inability to keep up the old system of dealing

with poverty via personal charity �Slack� ����� created a con�ict between

long�held values and actual behaviour��� This con�ict led to the increase in

���The great bulk of witchcraft accusations thus re�ected an unresolved con�ict between
the neighbourly conduct required by the ethical code of the old village community� and the
increasingly individualistic forms of behaviour which accompanied the economic changes
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries� ����� It would certainly be wrong to think that
there were no such di�culties and con�icts in the medieval village� But such tensions
as there were then had to 
nd some other outlet� for� as we have seen� it was only the

��



persecutions� Once a public charity system was in place replacing the old

informal institutions� the accusations decreased again� We test this expla�

nation in two ways� First� we check whether� after a series of unsuccessful

attempts in the ��th Century� the development of the Old Poor Law in the

statutes of ���� and ���� had a signi�cant impact on the number of accu�

sations� Although the implementation of the law was not frictionless �Slack�

����� p���������� this important step towards a public welfare system should

have relieved pressure by re�assigning the responsibility for the poor to the

local authorities� We model the implementation of the Poor Law by a dummy

variable which takes the value one after ����� A second way to look at the

issue is to use the dependency ratio provided by Wrigley and Scho�eld ������

p����� Table �������� If the number of people dependent on the income earner

increases� the scope for redistribution via personal charity will be lower� This

situation might make it necessary to turn down a neighbour asking for help�

the typical situation leading to an accusation��� The results in Table � pro�

vide impressive evidence for this explanation� The elasticity of accusations

with respect to the dependency ratio is about � per cent� and the implemen�

tation of the Poor Law leads to a reduction in expected accusations of over

�� per cent�

Reformation which� by taking away the protective ritual of Catholicism� made witchcraft
appear a serious danger to ordinary people� Thomas� ����� p���
��

��They calculate the dependency ratio as the number of people aged 
��� years and over
�
 years per �


 persons aged ����� years�

�������� the most common situation of all was that in which the victim ����� had been guilty
of a breach in charity or neighbourliness� by turning away an old woman who had come
to the door to beg or borrow some food or drink� or the loan of some household utensil�
Thomas� ����� p� ��
������

��



� Conclusion

When looking at the impact of economic conditions on witch hunting activ�

ity� the literature comes to mixed conclusions� and stresses the importance of

cultural and social determinants� Behringer ������ argues that in Bavaria�

hunger crisis years were important for increasing the propensity of people to

persecute witches� but cautions against a monocausal interpretation� Ana�

lyzing regional witch�hunting data for the southern English county of Essex�

Macfarlane ������ p��������� concludes that economic factors did not play a

prominent role in explaining the persecutions� He �nds no evidence on the

impact of population pressure or �uctuations in the emerging cloth indus�

try on the frequency of accusations� Based on the results in Larner �������

Maxwell�Stuart ������ p� ��� states that Scotland is an example for a region

without correlation between natural desasters and persecution of witches�

An econometric analysis of data from these regions demonstrates that in

fact� there is a signi�cant relationship between economic pressure and witch

hunting activity� The results of the empirical exercise are in line with the

main implications of our theoretical model� which explains �uctuations in

hunting activity with cost�bene�t considerations of the authorities� We �nd

that the grain price elasticity of persecution varies between ��� and ���� This

is a very small range� given the di�erent characteristics of the three regions

under analysis� Allowance for non�income hunting motivations like war and

epidemics strengthens our argument for the importance of economic factors

in reaching a full understanding of discrimination and persecution�
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Appendix

A Tables

Table �
 Results for Bavaria ������������ Grain Prices �Logs�

Augsburg Poisson Model Negbin Model
Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error

Constant ������ ����� ������ �����
GRAINt ����� ����� ����� �����
INFt ������ ����� ������ �����
WARt ������ ����� ������ �����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
PLAGUEt ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
dt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� �����
Log�Likelihood ������ ������
N ��� ���

Munich Poisson Model Negbin Model
Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error

Constant ������ ����� ������ �����
GRAINt ����� ����� ����� �����
INFt ������ ����� ������ �����
WARt ������ ����� ������ �����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
PLAGUEt ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
dt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� �����
Log�Likelihood ������ ������
N ��� ���
Notes�
GRAINt� log price level in Augsburg and Munich� INFt� in�ation dummy �����
��	�� ���������� and ������
�� WARt� war dummy ��	��	�� ���	����� PANICt�
corrects for the extreme witch hunt in ���
� PLAGUEt� plague dummy ��
	� ��	��
��� �������� and ������ �� feedback parameter� d� see equation ���� �� dispersion
parameter in the Negbin model�

��



Table �
 Results for Essex �����������

Grain Price Index Poisson Negbin
Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error

Constant ������� ������ ������� �����
GRAINt ����� ����� ����� �����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
WARt ���� ����� ����� �����
Poor Law ������ ����� ������ �����
PLAGUEt ������ ����� ������ �����
lnDRt ����� ����� ����� �����
� ������ ����� ����� �����
dt ����� ����� ����� �����
qualt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� �����
Log Likelihood ����� �����
N ��� ���

Real Wage Poisson Negbin
Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error

Constant ������� ����� ����� ������
RWt ������ ����� ����� ����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
WARt ����� ����� ����� �����
Poor Law ������ ����� ������ �����
PLAGUEt ����� ����� ������ �����
lnDRt ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
dt ����� ���� ����� �����
qualt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ���� �����
Log Likelihood ������ ����
N ��� ���
Notes�
GRAINt� grain price index logs�� RWt� Real Wage� PANICt� corrects for the
extreme hunts ���	 and �����WARt� Civil War ���������� Poor Law dummy� active
after ��
�� PLAGUEt� plague dummy ����������� lnDRt� log of dependency ratio�
�� feedback parameter� dt� see equation ���� �� dispersion parameter in the Negbin
model�

��



Table �
 Results for Scotland ������������ Oats Prices �Logs�

Edinburgh Poisson Negbin
Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error

Constant ����� ����� ����� �����
GRAINt ����� ����� ����� �����
WARt ������ ����� ������ �����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
PLAGUEt ������ ����� ������ �����
OCCt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
dt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� �����
Log Likelihood ������ ������
N ��� ���

Fife Poisson Negbin
Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error

Constant ����� ����� ����� �����
GRAINt ����� ����� ����� �����
WARt ������ ����� ������ �����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
PLAGUEt ������ ����� ������ �����
OCCt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
dt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� �����
Log Likelihood ������ ������
N ��� ���
Notes�
GRAINt� wheat prices logs�� WARt� corrects for war periods ������
� ����� �����
����� and the Jacobite rebellions ����� ����� ��������� PANICt� corrects for panic
trails ���
���� ����� ��	���
� ����� ������	�� PLAGUEt� plague dummy �����
������ OCCt� active during English occupation ��������
 and after ��
�� �� feedback
parameter� dt� see equation ���� �� dispersion parameter in the Negbin model�

��



Table �
 Results for Scotland ������������ Edinburgh Wheat Prices �Logs�

Poisson Negbin
��������� Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error
Constant ����� ����� ����� �����
GRAINt ����� ����� ����� �����
WARt ������ ����� ������ �����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
PLAGUEt ������ ����� ������ �����
OCCt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
dt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� �����
Log Likelihood ������ ������
N ��� ���
���������� Poisson Negbin
��������� Estimate Standard Error Estimate Standard Error
Constant ����� ����� ����� �����
GRAINt ����� ����� ����� �����
WARt ������ ����� ������ �����
PANICt ����� ����� ����� �����
PLAGUEt ������ ����� ������ �����
OCCt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� ����� ����� �����
dt ������ ����� ������ �����
� ����� �����
Log Likelihood ������ ������
N ��� ���
Notes�
GRAINt� wheat prices logs�� WARt� corrects for war periods ������
� ����� �����
����� and the Jacobite rebellions ����� ����� ��������� PANICt� corrects for panic
trails ���
���� ����� ��	���
� ����� ������	�� PLAGUEt� plague dummy �����
������ OCCt� active during English occupation ��������
 and after ��
�� �� feedback
parameter� dt� see equation ���� �� dispersion parameter in the Negbin model�
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B Data

Behringer ������ presents evidence on witch trials in the Southern part of

today�s Bavaria� Since witch activities were considered to be capital crimes�

their persecution was in the responsibility of the various states� The number

of accusations increased over the ��th Century
 in �������� the �rst serious

persecutions took place� a smaller one in ���� and a larger one in ����� almost

immediately followed by the ������� hunt� The �large panic trial started in

������� with the absolute peak in ����� Between ���� and ����� there were

almost never less than �� women accused in the territories under analysis�

During the Swedish invasions persecutions declined� The period from ����

to ���� is characterised by strong one�year peaks in ����� ���� and ����� To

estimate the impact of economic conditions on hunting activity� we analyze

the impact of grain prices on the Augsburg and Munich grain markets �Elsas�

����� ����� ������ The market conditions in these two cities can be regarded

representative for the region under analysis�

The data for Essex are from Macfarlane ������ for the observation period

���������� Between ���� and ����� Macfarlane ������ p� ��� Table �� reports

�� cases for the Essex Assizes� This number increases in the period �����

���� to ���� and falls to �� in ��������� and �� in ���������� During �����

����� there is again an increase ����� and after ����� the number of cases

falls to ��� Two unusual outbreaks occur in ���� and ����� To measure

economic conditions� we use the grain price index in Bowden ������ �����

Table I�� The calculations are based on the harvest year �e�g� harvest year

����
 September ���� � September �������� To make use of the rich data sets

available for England in this period� we also test the impact of the real wage

��Since the indictment numbers come from the Trinity and Hilary assizes� the relevant
grain price is from the year before�

��



index estimated by Wrigley and Scho�eld ������ p��������� Table A�����

The Scottish data are from the Scottish Witchhunt Data Base��� the ob�

servation period is ���������� The witch hunts started with the Witchcraft

Act in ����� which made witchcraft a capital crime �until �������� The ma�

jority of cases are concentrated in the period between ���� and ����� Larner

������ distinguishes � peaks of persecution waves
 the �rst two� ������� and

���� are characterized by the strong support of the Scottish king James VI�

The peak in ������� coincides with the continental panic� and the peaks

in ���� and ������� are characterised by the peak in the Convenanting in�

�uence and the Restoration� After ����� witch hunting activity decreased�

In the ��th Century� only a few cases can be found� Regional price series

are available from Gibson and Smout ������� Intensive hunts took place in

the East of Scotland �Fife� Lothians and Borders� Larner ������ p� �����

Therefore� we took grain prices �oats and wheat� from Fife and Edinburgh���

To account for missing values� we interpolate the data by estimating a VAR

in levels� We re�write the VAR in state space form and apply the Kalman

�lter to derive the likelihood �Harvey� ������ This allows us to estimate the

parameters of the model and the missing observations simultaneously��� To

make sure that the results presented above are not due to the interpolation

method� we present two sets of results for the Edinburgh wheat price �Ta�

ble ��� where the second set leaves out the period with missing price data

������������

�	Scottish Witchhunt Data Base� version ���� The data base is an extension of the work
by Black ����� and Larner et al� ������ We are very grateful to Stuart Macdonald for
providing us with the data�

��For the following� see Larner 	


� p� �
�����
��Oats� Edinburgh� ��������
� Fife� ���
����
 Gibson and Smout� ����� Table ��	��

Wheat� Edinburgh� ��������� Gibson and Smout� ����� Table 	���� ��	�����
 Gibson
and Smout� ����� Table �����

��For a similar procedure� see Froot et al� 	

���
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